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An Actor’s  
Life for Me
Alberta actors in the spotlight.  
(Where else would they be?)
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Ksenia Thurgood as Dorothy and 
Kathryn Kerbes as Glinda in Alberta 
Theatre Projects’ The Wizard of Oz.
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I’m very proud to have been able to work with a 
strong, insightful team of theatre makers and writers 
to bring you this issue of All Stages magazine.  
I think it’s one of the strongest we’ve done.  
I’m particularly proud of it because it’s my last issue 
as editor. For the last five years it’s been my pleasure to 
get to know my adopted province’s theatre community in a very 
immediate way and to reflect the ecology back to you, its creators.

It’s the minds and practices that I’ve come into contact with that have been the 
most inspiring aspect of this job. I’ve been given the chance to ask my most burning 
questions to people I really respect: What happens when we take what we do outside of 
our traditional environments, both physical and social? How do you balance your work 
with family life (a question that is even more important to me now that I’m about to 
become a dad)? How do you get by when your resources dry up? And just how the heck 
did you make that piece? Lo and behold, smart, talented people from all across the 
province tell me everything I want to know. That’s a good job.

This issue is no exception. We’re exploring actors and acting—and the range of 
experiences and perspectives is huge, from those who have spent the past 60-odd 
years of their lives onstage to someone who’s just about to experience “lights up” for 
the very first time. Chris Bullough and Vanessa Porteous generously share a frank 
actor-and-artistic-director conversation about casting. Lin Snelling and James 
MacDonald outline their visions for contemporary and classical actor training in 
Alberta. Ellen Chorley lauds Theatre Alberta’s Emerge event, about to celebrate its 
tenth anniversary of introducing Alberta actors graduating from post-secondary 
programs to the professional world. We’ve got twelve of your “Role of a Lifetime” 
stories to share, as well as a look at the creation process behind Fort McMurray’s 
Hometown... The Musical!, documented by Russell Thomas. Technical Editor Scott 
Peters explodes the myth of the gap between the acting world and the technical 
world by highlighting two artists who integrate theatre technology into their 
performances. And finally, I’m very honoured to give the last word of my last issue 
to two Alberta acting greats, Joyce Doolittle and Grant Reddick, who reflect 
upon their distinguished careers on the stage.

Not a bad exit!

I’m really grateful to all of the staff at Theatre Alberta, past and present, who 
have helped me keep the magazine clear and sharp over the years, especially 
Marie Gynane-Willis, Lora Brovold, Jill Connell, Scott Peters, Vanessa Sabourin, 
Cary van Eden, Keri Mitchell, Michelle Kennedy and Aaron Talbot. Thanks as 
well to Perpetual Notion, the Edmonton design studio that helped us invent 
All Stages’ visual format and has kept the publication looking great ever since, 
despite our missed deadlines, missed materials and missed commas.

Blackout… go. 

DAVID VAN BELLE
ediTOr

inCheck

Check out an exit interview with All Stages’  
outgoing editor David van Belle at 
theatrealberta.com/all-stages-online.





Kieran O’Callaghan is an edmonton-based doctor, 
formerly of edson, who has a great passion for acting. Like  
a lot of actors, O’Callaghan has gone the extra mile in  
order to do what he loves to do. Or perhaps more than a  
few extra miles…

How did you begin acting?

I began acting in the mid-nineties soon after attending a 
Theatre Alberta workshop in Edson, where I was working as 
a physician in a busy rural practice. That one-day workshop 
inspired me to join the local drama group, where I gained 
experience in acting and directing. I also began to attend 
Theatre Alberta’s [summer workshop series] Dramaworks.

By 2001, I had developed a longing to learn more about 
theatre and acting and I wanted to experience performing at 
a higher level. I began to audition and subsequently perform 
at the Walterdale Theatre in Edmonton.

But you were still living in Edson. That meant…

…a 200 km commute to Edmonton for rehearsals. Fortunately 
my daughter, who was attending university, lived near the 
Walterdale Theatre, which allowed me to overnight when the 
weather was bad.

Four hours of driving a night for rehearsals. That’s crazy!

In retrospect, it didn’t feel like such a great sacrifice at 
the time: the rewards in terms of the fun and excitement 
I was having more than compensated for the hardship and 
inconvenience.

What are you doing now?

In 2010 I moved to a new and far less demanding practice in 
Edmonton and a lifestyle that would allow me more time to 
pursue my passion. Last summer I was in the Fringe again in 
Four in the Crib and then returned to the Walterdale in The 
Weir. Currently, I am helping out with dialect coaching for 
days of Wine and roses at the Varscona and next summer I 
will be back in the Fringe in Port Authority. 

William Petersen and Ian Barford in Steppenwolf Theatre Company’s 
endgame by Samuel Beckett, directed by ensemble member Frank Galati. 
Photo credit: Michael Brosilow

Kieran O’Callaghan. 
Photo credit: Edward Allen

BY VANESSA SABOURIN

Steppenwolf Theatre
Steppenwolf Theatre Company was founded in 1975 by Terry 
Kinney, Jeff Perry and Gary Sinise just after they graduated 
from high school. Located in Chicago, this ensemble-based 
theatre company is now in its fourth decade. The company 
operates three performance venues and showcases its work 
all over the world. It continues to operate as an artist-
driven theatre that focuses on the landscape of acting and 
performance—its mission statement says the theatre “is 
where great acting meets big ideas.” The ensemble has grown 
to 43 members including actors, directors and playwrights.

The company has helped to launch the careers of a number 
of well-known American actors, including Sinise, John 
Malkovich, Joan Allen and Laurie Metcalf. It has also 
provided ensemble members with other artistic development 
opportunities such as directing and playwriting, earning them 
both experience and recognition for their work.

Through its New Play Initiative, Steppenwolf has presented 
a number of world premieres written by ensemble members, 
including Tracy Letts’ August: Osage County and Steve Martin’s 
first play, Picasso at the Lapin Agile.

Steppenwolf also offers opportunities for aspiring artists 
and administrators outside of the ensemble. The School at 
Steppenwolf is a ten-week residency for experienced actors 
who want to learn more about the company’s ensemble 
traditions, values and methods. Steppenwolf’s Apprenticeship 
Program was honored by Forbes magazine as one of the top 
ten internships in America in both 2009 and 2010. 

steppenwolf.org
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JEANy SNIDER 
Dolly Levi in Hello Dolly! 
music by Jerry Herman and  
book by Michael Stewart 
(Western Illinois Musical Theatre, 1997)

Nothing can beat playing Dolly Levi. Waiting 
backstage to come through the curtain and 
down the steps in Harmonia Gardens and 
then, yes, around the apron after the entire 
company slows down like a chugging train 
with anticipation on “Well, WELL, hel-LO! 
...Dol-ly!” Man. That is the best. For one 
moment to be beautiful, beloved and a part 
of something big. And it works like a charm 
every time. Amen.

MIRANDA ALLEN  
Party Cop in  
Party Cop and the Black Block 
by the CYCLOPS Squad 
(Clay and Paper Theatre, 2010)

Ten feet tall and played atop stilts, Party 
Cop was a recurring character in a series 
of short plays performed at major public 
protests during the G20 summit in Toronto. 
Our cast developed and presented new 
work daily in response to the radical events 
unfolding in the streets. It was the height 
of relevant theatre with an immediate and 
powerful connection to its audience.

GERRy POTTER  
Il Dottore in The Commedia Show 
(Theatre-Go-Round, 1971)

Il Dottore, the pompous, lecherous professor 
in our semi-improvised, outdoor version of 

a traditional Commedia Dell’arte comedy 
spoke to my soul. I revelled in the part as 
I rolled out pseudo-profundities or checked 
the heartbeat of my disgusted future bride. 
My triumph in identifying with this idiot 
was confirmed one day when a large German 
Shepherd tore, snarling, from the audience 
and chased me around the stage to several 
minutes of thunderous applause.

KAREN JOHNSON-DIAMOND  
ZooZoo in Under the Big Top 
by Jan Darbyshire 
(Quest Theatre, 1996)

No one is ever proud to admit their parents 
are divorced, but after each performance of 
this play (which toured elementary schools 
in Alberta), kids would ask if MY parents 
were divorced just like the character’s. The 
answer was yes. I admitted it! In public! As 
the students left the gym, I was surrounded 
by kids who found they had more in 
common with their schoolmates than they’d 
thought. Instant support group!

AMBER MCKAy  
Performer (“Hair”) in  
The Vagina Monologues 
by Eve Ensler
(Grande Prairie Performing Arts Guild, 2013)

It’s my first role. While it’s still in rehearsal, 
I have jumped in and am totally enthralled 
with the process. I auditioned on a whim— 
the ad indicated those without any exp-
erience were encouraged… I thought, “well 
that’s me, why not?” And I am so glad I did.

Hal Kerbes as Horton in Western Canada 
Theatre’s Seussical. 
Photo credit: Murray Mitchell

A
ll Stages asked Alberta actors to tell us about their ‘role of a Lifetime.’ More than 40 thespians 
submitted their stories to our website. They represent a world of different experiences, theatre forms, 
career stages—but all bear testimony to what a powerful thing it is to make a connection with an 
audience on stage. Thanks to everyone who contributed!  –ed.

HAL KERBES 
Horton in Seussical 
by Lynn Ahrens and Stephen Flaherty
(Western Canada Theatre, 2008)

When your hair was thick (and your 
waistline wasn’t), professional musical 
theatre held promise of Anthony, 
Kenicke, Perchik, Frank-N-Furter—
great characters with serious songs. 
In a heartbeat, they’re behind you: 
you’re a middle-aged round guy. And 
then salvation—a show with heart 
and hope, you don’t have to tap or do 
fankicks, your shape is an asset—and 
you sing all the pretty songs. Seussical 
isn’t for everyone—but Horton was 
meant for me.

ROLE OF A LIFETIMEROLE OF A LIFETIME
ó
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Acting in Alberta

and confrontation. His kids and wife keep 
looking at me. Too real. 

KATHRyN KERBES  
Glinda in The Wizard of Oz
by Frank L. Baum, adapted by John Kane 
(Alberta Theatre Projects, 2011)

Who doesn’t want to wear the prettiest 
dress and say things like “Are you a good 
witch or a bad witch?” For this magnificent 
production, the inimitable John Pennoyer 
designed a 16-foot-high Glinda enrobed in 
miles of tulle and net. I was the set—all of 
munchkin land—and was powered by all the 
munchkins who traveled in the dress. It was 
a piece of magic.

ELINOR HOLT  
Character? Depends.  
Play? Depends. 
(Company? Depends on who hires her.)

It may sound cheesy, but my favourite 
theatrical role is always the one I am 
currently working on. Or if I am unemployed 
it’s the one I have coming up next. I find 
it is way too easy to “go down the rabbit 
hole” into a big old funk if I let myself 
dwell on past successes or fixate on my 
dream roles. What if I get too old to play 
Martha or Lady M? Perhaps that ship has 
already sailed. Perhaps I was never right for 
that role to begin with. If pressed, I could 

Shannon Blanchett on the poster for Teatro la 
Quindicina’s evelyn Strange. “My father took 
[it] off of the front of the theatre and sat with 
it in the audience when he came to see the 
show,” says Blanchett. 
Photo credit: Dimensions Graphic Studio

The poster image that began Norm Sutton’s 
acting career.
Photo credit: supplied

NORM SuTTON 
Black Dog in Treasure Island 
by Michael O’Brien 
(Keyano College Theatre, 2006)

I’m a bearded, burly biker. I was 
approached to be in the poster for 
Treasure island and wound up getting a 
small role and an addiction to performing. 
At 50 years of age I learned for the first 
time about upstaging, scrims and stage 
managers. It was a bit part—I was on 
and off stage in Act 1, Scene 1—but just 
being on that stage for a few minutes has 
changed the way I live my life.

SHANNON BLANCHETT
Evelyn Strange in  
Evelyn Strange 
by Stewart Lemoine 
(Teatro La Quindicina, 2006)

Evelyn Strange was my first professional 
role out of university and reminded 
me that making theatre can be FUN. 
It introduced me to the wonderful 
world of Stewart Lemoine, Jeff Haslam 
and Teatro La Quindicina, a company 
that has embraced, encouraged and 
developed me both as a performer and 
producer. It is not an understatement 
to say that the direction of my entire 
career changed after that show. Hey 
Stewart, thanks for the part!

MARK SINONGCO  
Ren McCormack in  
Footloose: The Musical
music and lyrics by Eric Carmen, Kenny 
Loggins, Tom Snow and Dean Pitchford; 
book by Dean Pitchford and David Saint 
(Canadian College of Performing Arts, 2012)

Ren was my very first lead role in a 
musical. I had the opportunity to take on 
songs that should only be appropriate on 
karaoke nights. I got to sing and dance 
to “Footloose,” sing the famous “Almost 
Paradise” and I had the opportunity to 
channel my inner rapper in “Dancing Is Not 
A Crime.” I mean, what more can a 19-year-
old college boy ask for?

DuVAL LANG  
The Reverend in  
An Eye for an Eye
a collective creation by Kira Bradley, 
Doug Curtis, Tony Eyamie, Karen Johnson-
Diamond, Duval Lang and David Rhymer 
(Ghost River Theatre, 2001)

Wiebo Ludwig and his family are at the 
Edmonton Fringe seeing our play about 
them. He was just released from jail, 
police and media all over the place. I’m 
playing him. Extreme tension! We go to a 
picnic that evening and meet the family. 
Wiebo plays us with calculated charm 

probably come up with a few favourites. 
But I really think it’s better for my mental 
health if I don’t. “Love the one you’re with,” 
as the song says. And I do. 

You can see all the submissions at  
theatrealberta.com/all-stages-online.
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Chris: Hello Vanessa. Ok here we go: I’ve 
heard that because “we’re a smaller 
market,” Albertans aren’t up to par when 
it comes to nailing the all-important 
audition. Do we have our own style that 
might be working against us?

Vanessa: Hello Chris. I haven’t noticed 
a difference between how actors from 
different regions audition. Actors who 
audition a lot are more practiced. But 
that doesn’t make me think they are 
better actors. A polished audition might 
feel desirable to you but it can also be 
something that has to be overcome.

I have noticed that more senior actors don’t 
worry so much about preparing the externals 
of a scene. Often they will choose to sit 
and just read. But they have thought about 
the play and character and can speak well 
about both. I think it’s a sign of respect 

for the truth: no one can pull a complete 
performance out of thin air, and to pretend 
to do so is to demonstrate a shallow 
understanding of the job. But this low-key 
approach is not the same as not preparing 
and I fancy I can spot the difference, so  
be careful!

My only piece of specific advice is: unless 
you have some reading difficulty please do 
not spend time memorizing the sides. Get 
to know them. Prepare them as you would 
a scene.

But everyone has different opinions: some 
directors absolutely love it when you’ve 

memorized it. Some want you to “be” the 
character. Some like a polished audition full 
of “strong choices.” So what do you do?

My question for you: We can’t hire 
everyone. Mostly, our jobs are to tell 
people that they didn’t get the gig. 
What are classy ways to do that, in your 
experience? Tips please.

Chris: Phone, email, carrier pigeon... for 
the love of God, anything please! If you 
are getting back to me at ALL you’re doing 
more than most. For me the classiest 
thing someone can do is give me a call 
but I understand that this can be time 
consuming. So email works too... like TWO 
LINES would be wonderful!

And I’d say if it’s taking an inordinate 
amount of time to cast the show, like over 
two months, please let me know that you’re 
still considering me or... just let me go.

This issue is being released at a delicate time of year for professional actors—
just about the time that next season’s roles are being cast. it’s a time of mystery 
and anxiety. Vanessa Porteous, Artistic director of Alberta Theatre Projects 
(currently on parental leave), and Chris Bullough, a professional actor based 
in edmonton, have bravely volunteered to share an e-mail discussion on this 
mysterious process. –ed.

Alberta Theatre Projects Artistic Director  
Vanessa Porteous. 
Photo credit: supplied

Actor Chris Bullough. 
Photo credit: supplied

CASTIng COnFIDEnTIAl

The question both actor and director need to be asking is 
“am I/are you right for this particular production?”
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Speaking of all this, why is it that we 
sometimes never hear from Artistic 
Directors? Should we be contacting you? 
If so, how long should we wait before we 
do? And if I see you at the grocery store 
a couple weeks after an audition is it ok 
to bring it up?

Vanessa: It is a good idea to contact 
Artistic Directors. Do it yearly, around 
casting time or when you are travelling 
through town. It is my strong preference 
that you contact me in writing rather than 
on the phone. I hate the phone and always 
feel horribly startled when it rings.

I think email is best, or you can do the old 
fashioned thing and send a card, but don’t 
forget to include your contact information 
including your email address. Do try to 
avoid pressure tactics. Telling me that you’ll 

“be following up next week to confirm 
a date for coffee” is liable to panic me 
slightly.

If you are writing to be considered for roles, 
then, if possible, look at the upcoming 
season and let me know what roles you 
want or at least express in one elegant and 
truthful sentence why you would like to 
work at our theatre. But don’t go overboard. 
Don't write long paragraphs hyping your 
enthusiasm or describing your personal 
journey. This is business.

We keep a "PCBI" (Please Can I Be In) 
file: [a tracking record of actors who 
have expressed interest] even if we don't 
necessarily ask you in for an audition. 
Ultimately, there is nothing fair about the 
process. It’s a dictatorship, basically. It’s 
important especially for young actors to 
understand that.

The other reason to contact Artistic 
Directors is to invite us to your shows, 
which you should do.

In your example: you run into me 
somewhere and you wonder whether to 
ask about the role you auditioned for. My 

answer is “check your gut.” Does it feel 
right to bring it up? A classy way might be 
to mention it as you leave. Or you could 
just follow up with an email later: “It was 
great to run into you. It reminded me to ask 
whether you have come to a decision about 
that role...”

Here’s where it isn’t cool to ask about work: 
at the bar. Never. Especially if either one of 
us is drunk.

Chris: What do you expect from an actor 
at a general audition?

Vanessa: I expect an actor to be prepared, 
positive and playful. I’m looking for a 
human being who feels compatible with 
me, someone who fits my notion of the 
character, someone who will suit the other 
members of the ensemble, someone who 
has the “chops” and someone with as much 

charisma and talent as possible so as to 
fascinate the audience. Besides “prepared, 
positive, playful,” you, the auditioner, can’t 
control a single one of those things, so 
relax. You’re off the hook!

Chris: How much responsibility does an 
Artistic Director have to support the 
community and hire locally?

Vanessa: An Artistic Director has many 
responsibilities and every decision is a 
balancing act of competing priorities. Some 
Artistic Directors favour bringing the wide 
world to their audience. Some feel it is more 
urgent to invest in the local community. 
Most hover somewhere between. But the 
blunt truth is, Chris, no Artistic Director 
can ever hire enough locals to satisfy the 
locals. I feel we must provide opportunities 
for local artists. However, in my opinion, 
Alberta Theatre Projects does that fairly well 
already. What is most important right now 
is to stretch outward culturally, artistically, 
stylistically. I want to expand our artistic 
reach and this does affect casting. 
Ultimately, a theatre is "for" more than just 
the artistic community it employs.

There. I’ve said it.

My question: Sometimes I like to ask even 
senior actors whom I know well to read 
for a role. Sometimes I have a few in 
mind and I have to set them up against 
each other as I make my mind up. It 
helps me a lot but some people feel it’s 
insulting. What are your thoughts?

Chris: When it comes to auditioning senior 
actors, I can understand where the insult 
is coming from. You get to a certain point 
in your career and you want people to 
trust that you can play the role. I know 
I’m guilty of having these thoughts, but 
I think as actors if we allow ourselves to 
go down this road we’re missing the point. 
The question both actor and director need 
to be asking is “am i/are you right for this 
particular production?” You said you like 
setting people up against each other as you 
make your mind up. I totally get that. But 
animosity in this situation is real, so what 
to do? Why not call the actors up, let them 
in on your process and ask if they wouldn’t 
mind coming in?

Vanessa: Oooh... I just need to write 
quickly to address a misunderstanding. I 
never want to set people up against each 
other. Also, god forbid I should ever do 
group auditions or weirdly long auditions or 
any bullsh*t (there are Equity rules against 
all that anyway). I do everything possible 
not to set people up against each other. 
What I was trying to say was that while I 
would never create a scenario where actors 
are competing in front of each other in the 
same room, they are nevertheless up against 
each other, and in a small community that 
can be tough.

Oof. My professional pride was on  
the line... 

Chris Bullough is an award-winning freelance  
actor, playwright and director based in Edmonton.  
In 2009 he founded wishbone, an independent 
theatre company of which he is co-Artistic Director.

Vanessa Porteous is the Artistic Director of 
Alberta Theatre Projects where she directs several 
productions in each season. In 2012/2013 she 
is on parental leave, though she will direct ATP’s 
production of red, playing in May 2013.

Due to space constraints we’ve  
only been able to print about a  
quarter of the conversation.  
To read the full dialogue, visit  
theatrealberta.com/all-stages-online.

Here’s where it isn't cool to ask about work: at the bar. 
never. Especially if either one of us is drunk. 
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THEATRE PERFORMANCE
• acting
• directing
• eatre Creation

THEATRE PRODUCTION
• technical eatre & design

e u of l department of
eatre & dramatic arts, housed
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Acting in Alberta

BY ELLEN CHORLEY

more like my audition was a performance, 
rather than a painful one-on-one situation. 
Also, participating in Emerge Calgary 
unlocked a new set of opportunities: I was 
very familiar with my own community in 
Edmonton but the program forced me to 
consider the whole province for potential 
work. This change in mindset really paid 
off—all of the work I was offered from 
Emerge was in Calgary.

I now have the pleasure of experiencing 
Emerge from the other side of the curtain. 
As the Artistic Director of Promise 
Productions and the Artistic Associate 
of Northern Light Theatre, attending 
Emerge is essential: it cuts down on time 
spent facilitating general auditions and 
familiarizes me with out-of-town talent. 

Though I wouldn’t oppose being called 
Emerge’s number one fan, the program is 
not without its challenges. Many recent 
graduates expressed to me that preparing 
for Emerge creates a great deal of pressure 
to… well, to not suck. Some actors even 
choose to forego the whole experience. 
Eric Wigston (MacEwan University, 2009) 
explains: “Not doing Emerge let me 
submit for a whole bunch of different 
companies and specifically choose my 
repertoire for [their needs].” University 

of Calgary alumnus Léda Davies (2008) 
echoes Wigston’s sentiment: “The Emerge 
audition is very general and that can make 
choosing audition pieces very challenging.” 
But Northern Light Theatre’s Artistic 
Director Trevor Schmidt sees this generality 
differently; for Schmidt, the pieces chosen 
help showcase the actor’s personality.

Even with the program’s inherent 
limitations, many professionals in the 
province see Emerge as indispensible. “It is 
my duty to attend Emerge,” Schmidt says. 
“This is a difficult business to break into 
and it is essential to support emerging 
talent.” And for Schmidt Emerge is also an 
excellent casting tool: “I have hired straight 
out of Emerge without a callback and I also 
call people back almost every single year.” 
Theatre Calgary’s Company Manager Susan 
McNair-Reid agrees: “Even if we don’t see 
actors again right away I remember and 
see people for generals the next year or 
pass their contact along.” As if to underline 
the point, McNair-Reid was scanning 
headshots of past Emerge participants to 
send to a director as we spoke. And she 
cautions students not to assume that the 
bigger theatres aren’t interested in seeing 
them—just ask Bernard Starlight (Company 
of Rogues, 2009) who made his professional 
debut in Theatre Calgary’s One Flew Over the 
Cuckoo’s Nest after being seen at Emerge.

Whether you’re an Emerge super fan (like 
me) or the idea of it reduces you to the 
stinging stress sweats, it’s hard not to 
acknowledge that Theatre Alberta has 
created a rite of passage for Alberta theatre 
graduates and an important casting tool for 
Alberta Artistic Directors. “I’d do Emerge 
again in a heartbeat,” says Ashley Ball 
(Grant MacEwan College, 2004). “It was such 
a valuable opportunity and experience.” 
Congrats on a great decade of Emerge and 
here’s to many more years to come. 

Ellen Chorley is an Edmonton based playwright, 
actor and producer. She is the AD of Promise 
Productions, the Co-AD of Send in the Girls 
Burlesque and the Artistic Associate of Northern 
Light Theatre. 

Auditioners and professional directors mingle at the end-of-day social at Emerge Edmonton 2010. 
Photo courtesy of Theatre Alberta

EmErgE at 10
An Emerge veteran looks back from both sides of the curtain

Theatre Alberta’s Emerge event will 
happen for the tenth time this April. 
And—in celebration of the more than 

600 graduates who have showcased their 
best four minutes, early Monday morning 
convoys to unknown cities (“well i know 
the theatre is in the basement of the tallest 
building in Calgary, so i’m going to drive to 
the tallest building in Calgary and go from 
there,” said my classmate Logan), office 
shelves lined with binders of headshots 
and an extremely terrifying “time’s up!” 
bell—I’m happy to welcome it into the 
double digits.

Emerge was developed by Theatre Alberta 
to welcome and introduce the graduates 
of Alberta’s post-secondary actor training 
programs to the professional theatre 
community. Instead of attending multiple 
general auditions post-graduation, new 
actors are invited to show their best pieces 
to an assembled group of Alberta’s Artistic 
Directors (ADs) all at once. The all-day 
event happens twice each year, in both 
Edmonton and Calgary.

I participated in the first-ever Emerge in 
2004. I still consider the experience to 
be one of the best things that has ever 
happened to my career. For me, the ADs 
sitting in the audience of a theatre felt 
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Acting in Alberta

What is “classical training?” When I was in 
theatre school, it meant cowering before 
Olivier and Gielgud. We knew that we 
colonials could never attain the heights 
of the Titans, but we could attempt a 
pale imitation. We examined the “Laws of 
Text:” iron-clad rules inscribed through the 
ages which involved proper annunciation, 
anapaests, caesuras, feminine endings…

As a founder of a Shakespeare festival 
and someone who works in “the classics” 
regularly, I have been told that these 
plays are overdone and that they should 
be banned in favour of more contemporary 
work. There is some validity to this criticism 
but, if done well, the plays still resonate 
with a modern audience. They are also 
extremely valuable tools for teaching acting.

Stanislavsky said, “Generality is the death 
of art.” Classical theatre training is about 
attention to detail. It is a holistic approach 
to acting because it involves engaging the 
mind as deeply as the heart. It does not 
allow the actor to cut corners—mentally 
or emotionally. If the actor (or director) 
does so, the performance inevitably looks 
overwrought or, worse, dull.

Theatre students shouldn’t study classical 
text because it will prepare them to  
perform at Stratford; they should study it 
because it forces the actor to be specific 
about the way they think on stage and 
about how this leads to moment-to-moment 
emotional truth.

If I have a problem with classical training 
(or performance), it is usually due to actors 
being forced into one of two ends of a 
spectrum: either they are trained to follow 
“rules” and told that there is a “right” 
and “wrong” way to perform the text, or 
the actor is directed to “overcome” the 
language by pushing generalized emotions.

The former approach leads to an actor 
getting trapped inside her head, or worse, 
lost in “the music of the text,” which is 
dull. The latter bathes the language in self-
flagellating tears or forced laughter, which 
is infuriating (though it’s more appreciated 
by an audience because at least the actor 
can fool people into thinking that she’s 
working hard).

We have become accustomed to cutting 
corners in our work due to our short 
rehearsal periods. The actor, in learning 
his lines, takes shortcuts towards the 
understanding of his character or in his 
approach to a specific chunk of text. “Oh, 
this is about me expressing my love,” Romeo 
will conclude before shrouding 25 lines of 
text in a soft voice and moony disposition.

Conversely, directors often reduce text 
analysis to “if the actor understands what 
she is saying, then so will the audience.” 
This is indulgent and false and it leads to 
preciousness and alienation of the audience. 
Comprehension of the text is wasteful in the 
absence of honest, emotional integration 
into a character.

Good acting is about proper thinking. 
Humans respond to emotional triggers that 
stem from thoughts. Many actors generate 
an emotion in the absence of the thought 
that would honestly put it there, or they 
are directed to do so. Audiences can be 
impressed by the pyrotechnics of the 
result… but it is soulless.

Shakespeare lays it out for an actor: the 
characters say what they think and feel 
(if they deceive, like Iago, they’ll tell the 
audience) and these thoughts change 
dexterously. Only by following these 
thoughts can the actor begin to understand 
the character’s emotional journey.

At the same time, I ask actors to “make 
it practical” for themselves. Actors have 
a tendency to remove themselves from 
Shakespeare, looking at characters at arm’s 
length, which leads to acting “around the 
words.” The best results come from taking 
one’s time, simplifying one’s approach and 
making it personal.

Working on the classics isn’t for everyone. 
Some great actors have no interest in 
Shakespeare. As a teacher, I loathe the 
homogeneity of acting instruction. There is 
no “one way” into becoming a better actor: 
what speaks to Johnny will mean nothing 
to Jill and vice versa. The challenge for the 
emerging actor is to take a little something 
from everything to which he is exposed.

Likewise, I do not expect that, as a teacher, 
I can be all things to all people. I have seen 
actors light up at my words as if I have 
unlocked the Caramilk secret and I have 
worked with actors who look at me like I am 
speaking Greek.

Acting training is a lifelong journey—in 
fact, you are better positioned to learn as 
you mature because your emotional palette 
is enlarged through life experience. You also 
develop a better sense of your own process.

Nobody can make you an actor—you 
either have the strange mix of emotional 
availability, intellect, ego, lunacy and 
ambition to make it in the business or you 
don’t. And as an actor, you must seek out 
what works for you. If you believe that 
anybody owes you anything, from an acting 
teacher to an artistic director, your career  
is over. 

James MacDonald is the Director of the Citadel/
Banff Centre Professional Theatre Program. He is 
the founding artistic director of Edmonton’s Freewill 
Shakespeare Festival and works across Canada as a 
director, actor and educator.

cLAssicAL trAining 
And the  
conteMporAry 
Actor BY JAMES MACDONALD

James MacDonald, 
Director of the 
Citadel/Banff Centre 
Professional Theatre 
Program. 
Photo credit: supplied
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Acting in Alberta

it is important to understand that for me the 
body is everything:

it is the emotional memory, it is the text,  
it is the voice,

it is the music, the song, the movement,

it is the emotion, the sexuality,  
it’s everything.

it is the bones upon which the  
performance rests.

-Gilles Maheu

The art of dance and acting is ephemeral, 
disappearing as it moves forward. And so 
this beautiful paradox has become, for 
me, a quest to pay attention. This paying 
attention—to our perceptions, observations 
and insights—becomes a way of listening, 
reflection and discovery. The body is a realm 
of connectivity, both personal and universal. 
So my teaching pedagogy is grounded in 
experiential learning that sees the body 
becoming a locus for imagination and 
creativity. It aims at integrating movement 
and voice as complementary and connected 
forms of expression for the actor, dancer and 
singer. The flow between movement, song, 
speech and stillness is a direct reflection 
on the body’s make-up: water comprises 
approximately 60% of our total body 
weight. My teaching refers to and reflects 
upon the fluid nature of our physicality as 
well as our intellect.

There is a wealth of artists in Alberta. There 
is also a healthy desire for and history of 
creating challenging and traditional work. 
Possibility abounds within the range and 
scope of these various professional milieus.

If I were to suggest anything, it would be 
a training and creation model where artists 
are encouraged to cross disciplinary lines 

and to work from sources outside of text 
so as to propel theatre into an area where 
one grapples with scripts. Scripts translated 
from utterances that are found, invented, 
seen, heard, read, forgotten, faked, forged, 
fabricated, drawn, sung, whispered or 
censored. This also describes the work of 
Gilles Maheu and Carbone 14, the company 
I was a part of from 1989 to 2002, which 
involved the creation and touring of Silences 
et Cris, Les Âmes Mortes, L’Hiver/Winterland, 
Le Café des Aveugles, La Fôret, Vingt Ans and 
the seminal dance/theatre work Le dortoir. 
The work of Carbone 14 is largely unknown 
outside of Quebec and is not available for 
viewing online. Maheu’s work in image-
based theatre is aligned to theatre makers 
such as Ariane Mnouchkine, Peter Brook 
and Robert Lepage. However, his work also 
considers space in a way that is singular 
and compelling on a physical level. How  
do we as actors allow space to permeate  
our being?

When I came to the work of Carbone 14, as 
a performer I was struck by how important 
the space around the action became: how 
the décor of an empty house, a snowstorm 
or a forest could affect the body physically. 
By focusing on our surroundings we became 
receptive to and shaped by the language of 
each performance as it related to the place 
we were in. We rarely spoke of character 
and often pieced the details together from 
costume, lighting, dance and gesture. 
We were thrown into a myriad of scene 
juxtapositions, which would re-arrange 
themselves like puzzle pieces, until they fell 
into the right order as directed by Maheu. 
It was often more like film than theatre. 
He directed in a way that required him to 
look into the room and not down onto the 
page. Every single work he created had as 
much going on behind the scenes as in front 

of the audience. We were fortunate to have 
three to six months to create each work. This 
way of creating performance is now almost 
obsolete. The economy has forced theatre 
and dance to condense rehearsal times and 
fit into production schedules that are both 
economical and demanding and therefore 
very often unfeasible.

In the workshop/performance practice I 
share with Belgian dance dramaturg Guy 
Cools, called Rewriting Distance  
(www.rewritingdistance.com), we are 
inspired by how varied and challenging 
conversations are between artists of diverse 
disciplines. The workshop becomes an open 
playing field where dance and theatre artists 
can meet, work, talk, move, write, reflect, 
laugh and be delighted through a very 
specific performance form we have created. 
It becomes a place to slow down and pay 
attention to how we experience, perceive, 
intuit and articulate. Are we unconsciously 
favouring the word over the body? And if so, 
why? Can they not be in a relationship that 
allows either to edit—or to transform— 
the other?

Being physical then becomes a radical act. 
How we evoke and give a place to poetic 
thinking, to a world of playful dreaming and 
oneiric thought, is liberating. Art is freedom. 
Perhaps creating work that speaks to this 
freedom could also liberate artists from the 
debilitating constraints and timeframes of 
current modes of production. 

Lin Snelling has toured extensively with  
Carbone 14 (1989-2001) and she now creates,  
works and collaborates with artists throughout 
Canada and Europe. She presently teaches dance to 
actors at the University of Alberta and lives in both 
Edmonton and Montreal. Her most recent dance 
collaborations were Loop Thing, room and Performing 
Book, which were presented in Calgary, Vancouver 
and Edmonton respectively. 

the Body 
And the 
conteMporAry 
perforMer BY LIN SNELLING

Lin Snelling, Assistant Professor, 
University of Alberta. 
Photo credit: supplied
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To see a photo essay of the  
rehearsal process, visit  
theatrealberta.com/all-stages-online.

Russell Thomas 
documents the 
process of creating 
and staging the 
largest production 
in Keyano Theatre 
Company’s history.

How do you go about telling a 
story that captures the soul of 
a place? Crafting a compelling, 
entertaining, authentic narrative 

is hard enough. Articulating it as a piece 
of musical theatre is a challenge of a 
completely different magnitude.

As I write this, Keyano Theatre Company, 
situated in Fort McMurray, the urban centre 
at the heart of the Regional Municipality of 
Wood Buffalo, is in full-tilt-boogie mode. 
We are in the middle of preparations for 
an epic production that tells the story of 
our community and region, its complex 
mélange of characters and the essence of 
home that it inspires. By the time you read 
this, Hometown…The Musical! will have 
completed its nine-night run at Keyano 
Theatre, having featured the largest cast 
and crew in the company’s 33 year history.

I’ve been on the periphery of this adventure 
since the very beginning: when the notion 

was conceived, as interviews were carried 
out, through the audition process and into 
rehearsals. I’m knee deep in it as I write 
this, being both a member of the acting 
ensemble and a pseudo-archivist of the 
experience via my Journey to Hometown 
blog, which you can check out at  
www.middleagebulge.com.

Hometown…The Musical! was designed to 
hold a mirror up to Wood Buffalo and reflect 
its richness, complexity and diversity. 
Below, I’ve pulled back the curtain on 
the process and the range of emotions, 
discoveries and moments experienced along 
the way.

The past: Casting
Co-creators Claude Giroux, the Artistic 
Director of Keyano Theatre, and Michael 
Beamish, a young Albertan playwright 
and the Coordinator of the Keyano College 
Conservatory, embraced the process of 
trying to explain, celebrate and illuminate 
this place that Premier Redford declared 
“not a boomtown, but a hometown." Their 
first task was to craft multiple storylines 
borne out of dozens of interviews and loads 
of research.

It’s been a breakneck process—the 
recruitment of actors, musicians, singers 
and dancers happened while the show was 
being written. A community development 
imperative has underpinned this entire 
production. In other words, the goal 
has been larger than just producing an 
entertaining show based on our hometown. 
There was a recognition that we needed to 
get more people engaged with what we were 
doing; we needed to cast our nets wider. An 
aggressive audition recruitment campaign, 
one-on-one encouragement and personal 
relationships all contributed to gathering 
the most diverse collection of performers 
that I’ve ever seen.

There is no way on God’s green earth that 
this show would be where it is today were 
it not for the recruitment seeds that were 
planted and tended during the writing 
process. Securing the commitment of 
some very busy people was fundamental to 
achieving the scope and scale envisioned 
by Claude and Michael. The cast includes 
a core acting ensemble, elite members of 
Generation Dance Studio (a Fort McMurray 
teaching studio), the Shantelle Davidson 

About half of the company of Hometown…The 
Musical! including Fort McMurray Mayor Melissa Blake 
(furthest right). 
Photo credit: Russell Thomas

Hometown… 
The Musical!

The process
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The Process

educators, politicians, media personalities 
and business owners—along with a distinct 
multi-cultural dimension, reflecting a 
community that has become increasingly 
global in recent years.

The present: Rehearsal
“This is a work in progress,” Claude Giroux 
says early in the rehearsal process. “Things 
are going to change. Be ready for it.”

Some things are adjusted: lines are cut, 
scene orders change and songs are trimmed. 
Overall though, the co-creators’ original 
vision remains almost fully intact. We 
start with basic blocking, singing and 
choreography. We put it all together. Then 
we add new dimensions to the play.

“It’s time to add in the next layer,” Claude 
says. “Life in the airport.” The airport 
is Hometown’s theatrical setting for the 
various stories woven through music and 
dance segments and hysterical multi-media 
flashbacks to Wood Buffalo’s colourful past.

Claude scans the cast for bodies not 
currently in the scene, looking for body 
types, trying to decide in advance whether 
or not that person would be required in the 
segments ahead.

He points at three performers. “You, you 
and you. You’re going to cross left to right, 
check-in your bags and board the airplane.”

The amount of business involved with 
staging an airport scene and working with a 
disparate collection of seasoned performers 
and absolute newbies is daunting. Stage 
manager Stephanie Link furiously scribbles 
actor movements in the master script as 
the theatrical canvas is created on the fly. 
The gears inside Claude’s head turn fast and 
furious as he does the math on what comes 
next. It’s incredible to watch.

band (a local country music act), Aboriginal 
drummers and the Fort McMurray Interchurch 
Choir. A number of local luminaries 
have committed to cameo appearances 
in the production, including Coach and 
Billy—the “Bar Boys”—two fixtures at the 
local Blackhorse Pub, and Bear—the owner 
of Showgirls—an adult nightclub located 
across the street from Keyano College. 
Even Mayor Melissa Blake has committed 
to the show, making an on-stage speech to 
inaugurate the opening of Fort McMurray’s 
new airport terminal.

Keyano’s season brochure read “featuring 
a community cast of over 100” long before 
anyone had signed on for the ride; as we 
approach the final stretch however, the 
total number of performers has surpassed 
that one hundred mark. There is a refreshing 
collection of professions represented 
in Hometown—lawyers, site workers, 

Performer Jennifer Lynch and Music Director  
Susan Lexa work out a number. 
Photo credit: Michelle Ploughman

The future:  
Tech and opening
The staging of Hometown…The Musical! 
will make optimal use of projections and a 
nine-foot platform that will run the width 
of the stage, providing a home for the band 
on the main level and a secondary playing 
area above. We won’t see the technical 
elements, video segments and projections 
until we hit cue-to-cue early in February. 
All we’ve had to play with thus far are the 
familiar benches from the Fort McMurray 
Airport terminal, which are brought in and 
out of the scene, along with a bar, check-in 
counter and lots and lots of luggage.

Fort McMurray is a place where people are 
coming and going from in ever increasing 
numbers. The current airport, built to serve 
250,000 passenger movements a year, is 
expected to welcome over a million in 2013. 
The new terminal, which will be theatrically 
previewed during Hometown…The Musical!, 
will open for real in April of 2014. The 
airport authority has been very generous 
in providing some of their surplus benches 
and CAD (computer-aided design) drawings 
of what the finished facility will look like, 
so we will be able to reproduce elements of 
it on stage. It’s been a very collaborative 
effort.

From the arc of the stories to the images, 
songs and movements that create this 
tapestry, Hometown is truly a community 
creation. What began as a notion, a longing 
to capture the truth of Wood Buffalo, has 
grown into something truly remarkable. We 
are three weeks from opening, but there is 
a distinct uniqueness to this experience, a 
pervasive sense that most of us have some 
serious skin in the game. This is personal. 
This is our story and collectively we’re going 
to tell it the best way we know how: with 
purpose, passion and persistence. 

Hometown…The Musical! ran February 
14-23, 2013.  it was written, co-created 
and directed by Michael Beamish and 
Claude Giroux. Musical director: Susan 
Lexa, Choreographer: Kim Hurley, Costume 
designer: Tiffany Bishop, Lighting designer: 
Alan roberts, Projections designer: darren 
O’donnell, Stage Manager: Stephanie Link.

Russell Thomas is Director of Marketing and 
Communications for Keyano College in Fort 
McMurray. He is a key founder of Events Wood 
Buffalo.

Dance rehearsal for Hometown…The Musical! 
Photo credit: Michelle Ploughman
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TheaTre for  
Young audiences:  

Tour  
survival 
101
BY JACQUELINE RUSSELL

Chances are good that if you are an actor in Alberta, 

you will spend some time on the road in a Theatre 

for Young Audiences (TYA) tour. And chances are 

good that this road will lead to a school gymnasium. 

And chances are also good that this will happen at 

approximately seven *$@#! o’ clock in the morning. 

This is a special time in every actor’s life. It is also a 

time to cultivate some survival skills.

1 take a shower. Wear deodorant. do it daily. 
Maybe you think your natural odors are really sexy and 
delicious. Maybe you don’t like waking up 20 minutes earlier 

to take a shower. Maybe you think the rock crystal deodorant you 
bought at the health food store is working like a charm. Whatever 
your logic—I can guarantee your fellow cast members disagree. If 
you plan on sweating for 60 minutes inside a giant robot costume 
before you climb into a van for a four-hour drive to Grande Prairie, 
you need to smell good. Or everyone will hate you. I’m not 
exaggerating. Hate. You.

2 Become a mechanical super star. Learn how  
to check the oil, change a tire and use snow chains. Sure 
you can always call AMA, but when 300 little people are 

sitting in a school gym waiting for the show to start, you want to 
be the hero who used snow chains to pull the van out of a ditch in 
Cold Lake.

3 cultivate your love of Alberta. Sure there’s a 
lot of flat prairie—but in between you can see the Giant 
Sausage in Mundare, tour the Gopher Museum in Torrington 

and stand under the Aurora Borealis in Fort McMurray. It’s a 
beautiful province and I feel lucky to have seen pretty much every 
corner of it. And you haven’t really lived until you have stayed at 
the Flamingo Inn in High Level.

4 Be excellent to your fellow touring team. 
Whenever I audition actors for a TYA tour, the first 
things I’m assessing aren’t your superior dance skills or 

devastating good looks. I’m asking myself, “Are you easy to get 
along with? Do you know how to laugh when things are rough? 
Would spending six weeks on the road with you make me want to 
kill you?”

5 Bring earplugs. Unless you can sleep next to a 
slaughterhouse pen full of cows moaning and crying all 
night long without losing a wink, bring ‘em.

6 Wash your hands. That sweet little kid who just ran 
up to you and gave you a high five and said that  
you were “the funniest rapping polar bear EVER?”  

About 30 seconds prior he sneezed the biggest, greenest, slimiest 
booger you could imagine into his sweaty little palm. Wash your 
hands. Compulsively.

7 Be cool. If at all possible be your most cool self.  
Those older kids sitting at the back of the gym? They 
totally love the show. It might be hard to tell by the way 

they roll their eyes and snicker every time you quack like a duck. 
But if you are in any way cool, you can win them over. Wear a rad 
t-shirt. Whip out your best pop and lock routine. Learn some hip 
slang. Or if you are like me and have never been cool in your life 
(as evidenced by the fact that I just Googled synonyms for cool), 
then learn to be content with the knowledge that they secretly love 
the show and that their antagonistic body language is just their 
way of showing it.

8 cherish every small moment. When you are 
getting up before six a.m., unloading a van in the dark 
and doing a vocal warm up in between sips of coffee, 

sometimes the only thing that gets you through the day is when a 
kid comes up to you to say “that was the best thing I’ve ever seen.” 
Hold onto that moment. It will send you home happy. Your job here 
is done. 

Jacqueline Russell is the Artistic Producer of Evergreen Theatre. Despite her 
lack of athletic ability she is intensely passionate about spending time in  
school gyms.

Cari Russell and Ian MacFarlane in Evergreen Theatre’s Going to extremes by 
Jacqueline Russell. 
Photo courtesy of Evergreen Theatre
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Firefly Theatre is a circus/acrobat/theatre company where the 
performers do their own rigging for their performances. Founder 
Annie Dugan explains: “The main reason for rigging my own gear is 
safety. I know my equipment, I know how it needs to be installed 
and no one will be more concerned with my safety than I am.”

Serving her own technical needs as a performer was a response 
to a practical need. “There was no existing circus culture when 
I started performing here, so I had to learn how to look after 
myself. Although the industry is slowly growing, I continue to 
rig for the majority of my performances, as no one knows my 
equipment better than I do. If a production requires a Flying 
Director, or the rigging is outside of my comfort zone, we bring in 
Adrian Young from Calgary.”

How does this practice inform the aesthetic choices made when 
creating new shows? “We generally have specific visual images in 
mind when we begin our process,” Dugan says, “but our aesthetic 
choices are either limited by logistical and safety constraints, or 
aided by them, depending on how you look at it… As a general 
rule, we do not try to hide or minimize our gear; the harnesses and 
rigging are incorporated into the style of the show. We are gear 
nerds and we want our audience to be too!” 

Chris Craddock in Moving Along. 
Photo credit: Sam Estok

BY SCOTT PETERS

Moving Along is a one-man show that features Chris Craddock, 
the play’s creator, sitting in a Star Trek-esque captain’s chair, from 
which he not only performs but also controls all of the lighting, 
which consists of several lighting fixtures wired directly into 
control panels on the chair.

“Moving Along was created to be [performed] in a basement of a 
family house and I needed a way to naturally light it,” Craddock 
explains, “but also the future of the show was fringe festivals and, 
with three hour tech times, the only way to drop a tech heavy 
show was to take matters into my own hands.” And so the chair 
was born. “I knew what I wanted and technician/designer Doug 
Field made it real. When it came back, it looked so much like an 
electric chair [that] the themes of death and life and absurdity 
became even more deeply ingrained in the piece.”

How does the technology match up with the performance and 
acting choices? “It drove the performance quite a lot in the 
beginning,” says Craddock. “In modern theatre, lights are the 
great editor, so what I had was the fastest editing machine I had 
ever been able to use and [it was] all timed out to me! It gave me 
great freedom to experiment; I could do whole sequences of cues 
without rehearsing with anyone and the show was free to grow as 
needed.” Craddock notes that there are other benefits to an actor 
as well: “It also meant that mistakes were easily forgiven—one 
festival performance I did the first third [of the show], then the 
last third, then the second third and then the ending. Technician 
didn’t even notice.”

Chris Craddock is an Edmonton based actor, 
producer and writer. His theatre work in Canada has 
been recognized with four Sterling Awards and two 
Dora Mavor Moore Awards.

Annie Dugan is the co-founder and Artistic Director 
of Firefly Theatre and Circus, a company dedicated 
to merging the spectacle of circus arts with an 
accessible theatrical narrative.

Scott Peters is All Stages’ Technical Editor. He has 
worked in technical theatre and theatre design for 
20 years in Alberta and beyond.

Who says there’s a gap between the acting world and the technical world? Although it 
happens infrequently, some performers, either out of necessity or by design, are also their 
own technicians—which can lead to exciting integrations of performance and technology.

Annie Dugan in performance at the Alberta Cultural Symposium at the 
Smithsonian Institute, Washington DC. 
Photo courtesy the Alberta Foundation for the Arts
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Opinion

<Acting As It Was>
Two Alberta acting legends share their early lives in the theatre

BY JOYCE DOOLITTLE

I didn’t want to be Shirley Temple. I wanted to 
be Jane Withers, the brunette brat that gave 
Shirley such a hard time in Bright eyes and 
other 1930s family films. I knew at an early 
age that I was not destined for fluffy ingénue 
stardom. I had no dimples or curly locks and 
learning to tap dance was an impossible dream 
in my hometown of Rockham, South Dakota. My 
mother responded to my passion for performing 
by entering me in the annual elocution contest. 
I won a blue ribbon for my rendition of Eugene 
Field’s “The Gingham Dog and the Calico Cat,” 
and upon such a slender endorsement, my first  
dreams of becoming an actor began.

My high school drama teacher urged me to audition for an acting 
scholarship at Ithaca College in New York State. I won it and that 
decided my basic training. It was 1946, a time of transition in many 
things, including acting styles. My teachers included Rollo Talcott, 
an old Shakespearean actor who taught us elocution, Beatrice 
McLeod, an instructor from Yale and disciple of Alexander Dean, who 
stressed the importance of blocking to reveal character relationships 
and Eugene Wood, recently a Broadway actor, who had studied with 
a man who had studied with Stanislavski. We read An Actor Prepares 
and practiced sense memory, memory of emotion and solitude in 
public. Each teacher directed plays: Peg ‘O My Heart (directed by 
Talcott), Andre Obey’s Noah (directed by McLeod) and all four of 
Chekov’s major plays (directed by Wood). There was no such thing 
as a dramaturg. The company wrestled the meaning of the play to 
the ground in rehearsal. No one brought bottled water; everyone 
smoked cigarettes.

There seemed to be two main ways to approach acting: from the 
inside out and from the outside in. “Inside out” had a hey day in 
Russia in the Moscow Art Theatre in the late 19th and early 20th 
century and in the United States at the Actor’s Studio, from which 
it spread to many drama departments, where it was known as “The 
Method.” I took to it like a duck to water but struggled to find 
voice training and movement classes to aid that elusive transition 
from ugly duckling to swan.

Today’s young actors are more apt to be trained in body as well as 
emotion and when they graduate there are many more professional 
theatres to which they can apply for jobs. The astounding 
proliferation of theatre companies in the past fifty years is another 
story, for another issue of All Stages perhaps…

BY GRANT REDDICK

When I was young I wanted to be Laurence 
Olivier, or an actor very much like him. I 
wanted to tackle great roles from the classical 
repertory. I wanted to emulate Olivier’s great 
voice, his expressive movement, his power to 
excite an audience with vivid characterization 
and, above all, his magnetic stage presence.

My hero had begun his career by training in 
a theatre school. I decided that I too should 
seek out similar instruction so I enrolled at the 
Bristol Old Vic Theatre School. What I needed to 
know, I felt I would be taught there. The school 
trained me to free up and control my breathing, to clean up my 
diction, to lose my Canadian accent, to dance, to fence, to speak 
poetry and to structure long passages of prose.

After two years of study I felt I was ready for a classical company. 
I was lucky and managed to be employed by two prestigious 
Shakespeare companies. So far so good, I thought, but soon 
realized that something important was missing in my work. What I 
was bringing to the stage was an unexciting imitation of life, a pale 
copy of what I had seen great actors do. I really didn’t know how 
to act. I had no technique for creating a character. Dilemma! The 
search for a new approach to acting brought me to New York and 
to two great teachers: Uta Hagen and Herbert Berghof. They taught 
me to stop imitating. They urged me to bring my own sensory and 
emotional life to the life of the character. They insisted that I dig 
deeply into the text of the play to ferret out the motives, desires, 
expectations and assumptions of the character. All great stuff: a 
clear way to approach the work of an actor. To me at the time, it 
seemed quite a radical method. Today, of course, it is a standard 
approach taught to all students of acting. It’s the approach I 
proposed for young actors when I began to teach.

Now that I’ve retired and I think about what I’ve taught, I wish 
I had not turned my back so completely on what I learned at the 
Bristol. If I taught today I would still give greater emphasis to the 
search for truth and spontaneity, but I would also strive for greater 
clarity of speech and more fluidity of movement in my students. 
I would try to lessen the fear of tackling great plays with the 
demands they require for heightened language and great emotional 
content and I would attempt to teach them how to project their 
performances to every seat in the theatre without sacrificing the 
essence of truth in their roles. A bit more Olivier added to what Al 
Pacino could do so well. 

Grant Reddick. 
Photo credit: supplied

Joyce Doolittle. 
Photo credit: supplied

Joyce Doolittle and Grant Reddick, colleagues in the drama department at the 
University of Calgary, have trained, encouraged and observed Calgary actors for 
fifty years.
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theatre@rocky is an intense 
2-year conservatory-style program. 

Students are fully immersed in the world of theatre 

with a focus on two practicalities: craft and career. 

The intensity of the training develops in artists the 

rigor to create good stories and the personal fortitude 

necessary to sustain a life in the arts. From acting, to 

stage combat, to playwriting, to dance, we want to 

create artists of excellence with a foundation of faith.

This program is unique to Canada. Our instructors 
are working professionals in their fields, bringing you 
relevant, hands-on experiences. First year acceptance 
by audition and second year by invitation. 



theatre@rocky
the journey starts here

Get fully 

immersed in 

the world of 

theatre with a 

focus on craft 

and career. 

We want to 

create artists of 

excellence with 

a foundation 

of faith.
“We’re here to help you tell 
better stories and tell your 
story better.”    

Val Lieske & Barrett Hileman  Co-chairs 
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For more information: theatre@rockymountaincollege.ca
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